
The Art of Revamping your Clothing

Many of us have hidden gems in our wardrobes, and we don’t 
even know it.  The art of revamping your clothing starts with 
an attitude – an attitude of discovery.

This week, Janet Wood invites us to go exploring in our 
wardrobes to see what hidden diamonds are lurking there.  

We’ll give you the lowdown on how to turn them into true 
sparklers – signature pieces that you will love and want to 
wear for years to come.

Come – let’s go inside!



Transformations Example #1:  Long coat to short coat

Emma had this wonderful long denim coat hanging in her closet, unworn 
for ten years. She had found it in a little boutique in Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
USA and couldn’t bear to part with it. She loved the jewel work on the 
front and felt that the style would eventually recycle and it would be “in 
again”.  However, Emma was moving and it didn’t make sense for her to 
continue to drag it around with her. She gave it to her sister Alice.

Alice was really excited that she had managed to retrieve this garment. It 
fit her like a glove. Now it was her intention to store it until the style 
returned. 

Instead of storing it, I showed Alice how easily the coat could be restyled 
by cutting it off at a short jacket length. At first hesitant, Alice quickly 
became delighted as we hemmed it and within an hour she had a 
wonderful new Statement Piece for her wardrobe.



Transformations Example #2: Dress into two top items

My client loved the way the top of this dress showed off her figure, and she liked the sound of the 
rustle of the taffeta. Even though she could no longer dance the night away on a whim, the dress 
had too many good memories and style features to part with it.

By separating the dress where the bodice met the skirt, it was easy to make a versatile and fun 
wrap as an accessory.

Once the black top was separated from the skirt, it was simply hemmed and ready to go.
Luckily, it was possible to separate the skirt without disturbing the material’s ruffling. It was 
opened at the back seam and laid flat. The top and bottom were turned over and hemmed .

The black top added to a yellow skirt with a blue belt and pin as accessories makes a lovely 
sundress. A jacket can be added and the outfit worn to work.

The funky blue wrap can be added to a strapless gown  for a formal event.  It can be worn with a 
pair of black pants and black top for a fun  look.

The black top is such a versatile item – here it’s illustrated with a black skirt and green accessories 
to lift the look.



Transformations Example #3: Plain t-shirt into sexy top

This one is so simple.  This plain (and boring, not to mention 
shapeless) green tee shirt was doing nothing for Sabrina.  The 
thing it had going for it was its color – it was one of her favorites 
and she happened to look gorgeous in it.

New life was breathed into the top by turning it into a sexy 
evening top with the aid of a pair of scissors and some fabric glue.

The first step is to look at your garments through new eyes. This 
was a hidden diamond in Sabrina’s wardrobe.

What hidden diamonds might be hiding in your wardrobe?



How To.  Turning a sweater into cardigan

Almost every outfit can be redesigned. Do you have a pullover sweater where you love the color, but it is too bulky? Or perhaps the 
sweater pulls across the bust? If it were not a pullover, could the sweater be more versatile? Redesigning and revamping this 
sweater into a cardigan is easy.

Step 1
• Find the center of the sweater’s front.
• Place straight pins very close to each side of the center line.
Step  2
• Very carefully cut the sweater between the rows.
• Take each side of the front and sew a basting stitch down the newly cut center. This will prevent the knit from unraveling.
Step 3
• Either use Fabric Glue or sew Bias Tape to the front sides of the new opening.
Step 4
• Fold taped side under and steam press each side of the front of the sweater.
Step 5
• Sweater Closures: one option is to put buttons and button holes on the front of the sweater. If you do not have a sewing 

machine, then take the sweater to a tailor and have them do this.
• Another option is to use Frog Closures. They can be found at any fabric store.
• You may want to finish it with decorative braid or ribbon – there are some beautiful ones around.
• Sometimes the sweater can work beautifully without any closures.



Jill’s Example: Casual jacket.  From yeah to Yeah Baby!
I have snuck into Janet’s Resource to give you some examples from my own wardrobe – I 
revamp many items and am often inspired by the stories I find in  Altered Couture magazine

I bought this simple cotton jacket in San Francisco in early 2009. I needed another animal 
print jacket like a hole in the head.  But there it was – purchased.  

I’m only sorry I didn’t take a photo of it before I altered it.  It was “oh yeah” before I made 
changes to it - a “just ok” item that I almost never reached for.

Originally, it was black & white.  I changed that first by taking a whole heap of old, cheap 
(but unused, I should point out) tea bags and brewing them up into a dye in a plastic 
bucket, and dying the jacket.  Now it’s soft cream (not white) and the black has softened, 
too, with that little home dye job.

I then went and bought that amazingly funky ribbon thing that you see around the neck 
and sleeves (and on one pocket).  It was so OUTRAGEOUS!  I just loved it!  It wasn’t the 
cheapest ribbon (about $18 a metre) but I didn’t need much and it really jazzed the jacket 
up.  And I did the sewing by hand – it took less than an hour and was a straightforward job.

The “hanger appeal” isn’t so great, but ON?  Oh, it’s definitely “Yeah Baby”!  

http://alteredcouturemagazine.com/


Jill’s Example: Wedge Sandals.  From Hmmm to Hello Sailor!
The idea to revamp a pair of shoes came from a story in Altered Couture magazine – what a 
brilliant idea!

I bought these shoes for $5 at an end of summer sales many years ago.  They are 
high but surprisingly easy to wear.  The original colour was a dusky blue, like a soft 
denim.  The bits you see in turquoise now were a soft cotton fabric, and when I saw 
the piece in Altered Couture magazine about how to upstyle a pair of summer 
wedges, I thought “Hey, I’ve got a pair that could use some jazzing up!”.  

I had never much liked the dusky blue of these wedges, and I wear a LOT of turquoise 
– it is one of my Signature Colours (remember those from Week 20?).  I knew I would 
get more wear out of them in this colour.

I measured how much turquoise braid/ribbon I’d need then took myself off to the 
fabric stores.  First store – bingo!  Found the perfect cotton braid in the perfect 
colour.  Matching cotton – check! Then at a craft store I came across the flowers that 
are on the front – perfect! 

I took home my prizes and that evening started work.  Each shoe took me about the 
length of a movie to do.  It was a bit fiddly but I love the result – from Hmmmm to 
Hello Sailor!

http://alteredcouturemagazine.com/


Jill’s Example: Just Jeans
Rating: VSA (Very Simple Alteration).

I bought these jeans pre-loved in Dallas in 2008 for $20.  They are designer jeans (I 
saw a new pair very like them at the North Park Mall for $110).  One of the reasons 
they were such an easy purchase was they were hemmed at exactly the right length, 
therefore saving me the cost of alterations.  Or so I thought.

Ok, confession.  I actually bought two pair – they were clearly brought in by the same 
person as they were the same designer and the same size.  I didn’t check THIS pair 
enough, because if I had, I’d have discovered they were actually Michael Jackson 
length – just a skerrick too short to be stylish (the other pair were, indeed, the 
perfect length – what a difference 1½ cms can make!).

After feeling that I should be breaking into a rendition of Thriller every time I wore 
them, I decided it was time to lengthen them.  I took them with me to the fabric 
store (simple tip – but oh so important!  Take the item you are altering with you to 
the fabric store!) and found this fabulous ribbon – it coordinated beautifully with the 
gold/silver detailing on the pockets.

A couple of minutes with Mum’s borrowed Singer (captured by my sister in law – she 
was so amazed to see me at the machine) and they were done!  No more Thriller!



Jill’s Example: Jewellery
The fun you can have with a pair of pliers….

Early in my challenge, February 2010, I decided to rework the jewellery I wasn’t 
wearing.  I have rudimentary skills with the pliers, but have fairly good design skills.  
Who knows where they came from, but I’ve managed to design some lovely pieces, 
often for other people.

Instead of having the wonderful girls at my favourite bead store do the work for me 
(which I’d done in the past), I decided to rework the jewellery myself.  I blogged 
about the day I spent doing this  - you can read the full story by clicking here. 

In short, my approach was to take all the unworn pieces of costume jewellery out of 
my wardrobe and lay them on my kitchen bench.  I then took everything apart –
necklaces, bracelets and earrings – all the stuff I wasn’t wearing. I then started 
playing around with the piles of beads. I discarded the cheap nasty plastic ones, and 
kept the gorgeous glass ones, and the useful ones.  

I ended up with many new pieces from that day’s effort.  A wonderful way to re-work 
the useful-and-beautiful-yet-unworn : and transform them into beautiful and 
wearable things!

http://myyearwithoutclothesshopping.com/mystory/a-dab-hand-with-the-pliers/


What to look for?
When you are revamping key items in your wardrobe, you need to know what to look 
for.  Here’s the highlights:

1. Fabric – If it’s good quality and not worn – it can be transformed. Natural 
fibres in particular are worth keeping – wool, silk, cashmere, linen, quality 
cotton.

2. Color – If it’s a gorgeous color that you love, or better yet: a signature color 
(from Week 20), then it’s worth seeing what you can do with it. 

3. Overall quality – If it’s a quality item in a beautiful natural fibre, then it can 
usually be transformed.

4. Why don’t you like or wear it?  This is the big clue as to where your 
alteration journey may begin with this item.  If it’s the length – there’s your 
clue.  If it’s because it’s boxy – there’s your clue.  If it’s because the color is 
wrong – there’s your clue.  Also identify what you LIKE about it and use this 
as a starting point in your redesigning of the item.



Wardrobe Warrior Session
This week, your activity is to go through your wardrobe and select 1 – 5 items 
that can be revamped.  You may only find one.  You may find all 5 (or even more –
but we encourage you to start small so as not to get overwhelmed).

Use the tips in this Resource and this week’s Lesson to identify your item/s.  Then 
source an alterations person, or do it yourself if you have the skills.

What items from my wardrobe 
could be revamped?

Identify 1 – 5 items.

Remember to think outside the 
square – eg: a skirt can become a 
wrap



Summary

Getting extra mileage out of your wardrobe is easy when you 
know how to start and where to look.

Previously loved items can be redesigned and restyled to create 
new pieces that you’ll fall in love with all over again.

Remember to release all items from the “sacred cow” syndrome  -
even a wedding dress can be transformed into a more wearable 
item!

Take the opportunity that this program offers you to really explore 
your wardrobe with the view to getting more out of it than ever 
before!



About Janet Wood, Month 9 guest contributor

Janet Wood is the CEO and one of the founders of Fashion Fit Formula. In college she 
majored in fashion design, advanced tailoring, and art. To solve her own clothing fit 
issues, she developed a series of mathematical calculations based on 12 vertical (linear) 
measurements of her bone structure. The results produced a solution that put her clothes 
in balance to her body; she suddenly looked taller and thinner. To her amazement, the 
formula worked for all women.

Janet had discovered the missing link for a woman to look her best in her clothing -
balance of garments with bone structure. The Fashion Fit Formula's goal is to help every 
woman fulfil her dreams.  You can purchase the e-books Extraordinary Wardrobe and 
Changing Sizes on the Fashion Fit Formula website.

http://www.fashionfitformula.com/ORDERS/products.php?g=13

